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T

he solar industry consists of several
different but connected functions.
These include module manufacturing, project development for utility scale
or distributed generation (commercial
and residential), construction and installation, financing, and asset management
and operation. Over the relatively short
period of the last decade, inefficiencies
have been largely squeezed out of module

manufacturing and other early parts of the
value chain. Instead, the focus on value
has shifted toward the back end of the
chain—developing and operating generation assets. Where this value is available
and how it is monetized depends to some
extent on whether the assets are utility
scale or distributed. With respect to utility
scale solar, current values depend in part
on declining equipment costs and on con-
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tinued mandates and subsidies for renewable energy, weighed against the decline
in natural gas costs in the United States.
For distributed generation, value has been
captured by standardizing and optimizing
financing structures, and aggregating portfolios of assets. In both the utility scale
and the distributed sectors, developers
and operators have captured additional
value by structuring portfolios that can be
financed more efficiently. To understand
the overall value shift, it is worth looking
back at how the industry got to where it
currently is, then, where value currently
lies, which players have access to it, and,
ultimately, why.

The Module Manufacturer Era
Less than a decade ago, a “large” photovoltaic solar project might be 10 MW,
and while project financing for such
projects was available, the risks were
still relatively challenging to paper over.
Solar modules were supply-constrained.
Construction contractors could not
be assured of module availability, and
therefore may not have agreed to liquidated damages in case of certain project
delays. Investors risked sinking money
into financing a project that might sit halffinished for months. In those days, module manufacturers had more significant
control because they controlled supply
of a constrained input.
Demand began to grow, however, triggered by state renewable portfolio standards (RPS) and other renewable incentive regimes. The module manufacturers’
positions were strengthened by increased
demand, and investment began to pour
into module technology and manufacturing. Tax equity and affordable debt provided financing to buy the modules and
build the solar projects.
High margins realized by module manufacturers stimulated, in part, a competitive increase in manufacturing capacity,
leading to an increase in module supply
and steadily decreasing manufacturing
margins. Forward to today, solar module manufacturing has been operating at
razor-thin margins for years, while producers continue to reduce manufacturing
costs and improve module efficiency. Average per-Watt sales prices for PV modules

have dropped from over $3.50/Wp to well
under $1.00/Wp since 2008.1
Having lost the strong market position
that benefitted them when module supply
was constrained, some major U.S. manufacturers proceeded to vertically integrate
their module manufacturing businesses
with the rest of the solar value chain,
engaging in project development, construction, ownership, and operation to
varying degrees. This strategy has allowed
better visibility into future sales of their
modules and overall asset value.
Take as an example First Solar, whose
net sales for the first quarter of 2015
were estimated between $550 million
and $650 million, down from $1 billion
for the fourth quarter of 2014. Among the
reasons for the decline, the company’s
disclosures cited the completion of two
large utility-scale projects that had been
developed by the company and sold to
third parties, to which First Solar had
been selling modules in a steady stream
for years.2 Concurrently, the company
pivoted toward retaining the ownership
of projects that are under construction, in
anticipation of launching a yieldco with
SunPower.3 The yieldco, which will be
public and partially owned by the joint
sponsors, will own and finance the projects going forward. With that temporary
shift, First Solar will become a more significant owner of operating solar assets
and will have a right to a share of the
resulting revenue streams.
More and more module manufacturers
appear to have followed this path, doubling down on their project development
pipelines. A few recent examples include
the Chinese manufacturers Trina Solar
(which created a holding company this
winter for operational projects, which it
plans to IPO),4 and Canadian Solar (which
acquired Recurrent Energy and its 4 GW
project pipeline in February)5 and the
Japanese manufacturer Solar Frontier
(which acquired a 280 MW project pipeline in the United States from Gestamp
Solar in March).6

Rising Dominance of Solar
Developers
Even as the United States suffered
through the credit crisis beginning in

2008, the 30 percent investment tax credit for renewable energy generating assets
and the §1603 Treasury grant program
introduced in 2009 under the Recovery
Act7 kept financing flowing for projects.
After the credit crisis, as financing
further opened up and demand from
renewable portfolio standards and other
renewable incentive programs continued
to grow, project developers, or sponsors,
found themselves more in control of the
potential value of solar assets. It was
now development assets that became
the constrained inputs: utility power
purchase agreements, interconnection
rights, project permits, and project sites.
Given the new glut of solar panels, developers had more options for low-cost
equipment. And as tax equity structures
became standardized and solar power
plants came to be seen as mainstream
risk, developers had improving access
to competitive financing.
Eventually the high potential returns in
the development business led to a heavy
influx of participants, echoing the history
of the manufacturer-dominated era, when
new supply heralded falling margins. Competing against each other in contract auctions and anticipating continued declines
in module and balance of system costs,
prices under power purchase agreements
decreased precipitously. Today’s power
purchase agreement (PPA) prices of $50
to $60/MWh (with some prices rumored
to dip below even $40/MWh)8 are significantly off from prices even five years ago.
The end result is, of course, that smaller
margins remained for companies executing the development function.
A New Dawn: New Markets and Asset
Ownership Structures. Today, not only
has the increase of the numbers of project developers (an increase in supply)
driven down margins, but also some of
the major RPS requirements have been
fully contracted, such as California’s (a
decrease in demand for new renewable
energy generating assets). As a result,
developers (and vertically-integrated players) are creating an array of new business
models to serve demand and support the
value of solar assets.
• Portfolios of Rooftop Assets: It was in
the post-credit-crisis period that portfolios of residential solar assets (which
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produce revenue streams for investors
from PPAs and leases) for the first time
gained financing on a portfolio basis, first
from tax equity investors and later from
asset-backed securitizations. The most
successful residential installers have
been those that vertically integrated
the financing function. Solar City and
Vivint Solar, which together installed
more than half of all residential solar
deployed in the second half of 2014, 9
both finance and install systems. The
most recent push is to finance commercial and industrial installations using
offerings similar to those that have been
successfully used to grow the residential
market. In April, SolarCity announced its
plans to finance $1 billion of commercial
and industrial installations with investments from Credit Suisse.10 In March,
Vivint announced its own plans to find
a tax equity partner to invest with it in
the commercial and industrial segment.11
Meanwhile, in February, Duke Energy, a
utility, acquired REC Solar, a specialist in
the commercial and industrial segment.12
• Community Solar: In conventional
community solar structures, individual
electricity consumers have ownership
interests and contractual rights in a
community-based central solar generating facility and its financial attributes. Developers capture direct consumer demand for renewable energy
while preserving the efficiencies of
large-scale ground-mounted systems.
SunShare is one such developer; 13
First Solar invested last year in community solar developer Clean Energy
Collective;14 and other major developers investing in the niche include NRG
and SunEdison.15 Forecasts are that over
500 MW of community solar installations will be online before the end of
2016.16 PG&E, meanwhile, announced
plans to sell solar energy generated
from community-based solar projects
directly to consumers, allocating to
customers 100 percent of their electricity demand from community solar
generating assets. In PG&E’s program,
unlike conventional community solar,
program participants do not own the
generating facility. However, they are
entitled contractually to certain benefits similar to those that would accrue

from ownership, such as future savings
on avoided alternative generation if gas
prices increase.17
• Utility-Owned Generation: Utilities
have begun to develop or purchase
their own solar generating capacity, as
well as procuring renewable energy with
voluntary (non-RPS) PPAs. For example,
Tenaska, an IPP, owns 280 MW of utility-scale solar projects in California. In
March, it took a controlling interest in
Soltage, a solar developer and operator.18 This followed on its investment, in
February, in residential solar company
Suncrest Solar. 19 Duke Energy, meanwhile, acquired REC Solar. As described
above, the REC Solar acquisition gives
Duke access to project development
capabilities in the commercial and
industrial segment. Duke also plans to
add 278 MW of solar projects in North
Carolina, 110 MW in South Carolina, and
500 MW in Florida.20 In other cases, utilities are procuring developed or newlyconstructed projects to hold in their
portfolio of generating assets, In these
cases, developers appear willing to settle
for a definite return on the sale of the
generating facility rather than bidding
away their margins in competitive power
purchase agreement auctions.
• Voluntary Procurement by Utilities:
Despite today’s low gas prices, utilities
are eager to lock in low solar energy
prices now, before the ITC expires at
the end of 2016, knowing that predicting
gas prices for the next 20 to 25 years is
very difficult. Thus, where market conditions are right, some utilities are signing
power purchase agreements that are not
RPS-driven. Utility-owned generation and
non-RPS PPAs accounted for 5.7 GW of
utility solar procurement over the last
18 months in 14 states: from Florida
through South Carolina and Minnesota
to Utah and beyond.21
• Utility-Scale Direct Procurement by
Industrials: In certain markets, such as
the direct access program for non-residential customers in California, certain
customers may contract directly with
power generators to purchase electricity, without going through a utility.22 In the
last few months alone, hundreds of MW of
renewable power have been contracted
for periods up to 25 years, purchased by

the likes of Apple, Kaiser Permanente and
Google from providers such as NextEra,
SunPower and First Solar.23 Other major
commercial and industrial investors in
solar and other renewable energy assets,
whether through direct ownership, longterm PPAs, or the purchase of renewable
energy credits, include Microsoft, Dow,
Amazon, Ikea, Intel and Walmart, some of
which are committed to eventually procuring 100 percent of their considerable
energy needs, directly or indirectly, from
renewable sources.24

Lighting the Way for Investors
Utility-scale solar energy assets have
become mainstream investments for
project-finance, tax equity, and long-term
equity investors. A decade ago, investors
were more wary of the risk. But as tax
equity structures became standardized,
independent engineers became comfortable with solar technologies, and customary provisions fell into place for utility
solar power purchase agreements, investors began to view these assets as comparable to conventional power investments.
For residential customers, financing in
the form of PPAs and leases has become
commonplace, and now residential solar
loans are also being put on offer by both
the traditional solar lease providers, such
as SolarCity and Sunnova, and new pureplay loan providers, such as Dividend
Solar and Sungage.25
Today, several factors are reshaping
the solar market for investors. First, new
large-scale solar power plants with utility
PPAs are becoming harder to find and
the alternative models of asset ownership described in the previous section
are beginning to replace them. Second,
developers are seeking to further compete for these new opportunities by
reducing financing costs. Finally, new
structures are being applied to investments in this sector.
The yieldco is one example of a new
application of an old investment structure to solar assets. Yieldcos are publicly traded companies that hold energy
generation assets and are structured
to allocate defined proportions of cash
flow to each class of investor. Developers sell their projects to yieldcos that
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they control in order to monetize some
of the projects’ value and free up cash
immediately to invest in further project
development. However, because they
hold a class of shares in the yieldco,
the developers also maintain a claim
on the projects’ long-term cash flows.
Yieldcos have been popular in the last
two years, and in this era of low interest rates, commentators suggest that
renewable energy yieldcos are comparable in the eyes of many investors to
corporate bonds.26 However, as interest rates rise on corporate bonds, the
appeal of yieldcos as an investment
alternative may diminish.27
Another example, the packaging of
smaller residential, commercial and
industrial solar assets into portfolios
of assets for investment, continues
to grow. The standardization of such
assets has been pursued through
industry efforts such as that of the
Solar Access to Public Capital Working Group, which initially developed
standard power purchase agreements
and solar leases,28 and more recently
has spearheaded the framing of system installation best practices 29 and
the formation of an accreditation body
to apply risk screening standards for
commercial and industrial PV projects.30
If the rating system gains traction, it
may serve the purpose that FICO scores
have for the financing of small residential solar assets—allowing investors to
evaluate the risk of a pool of assets
more cheaply than they would be able
to if they had to conduct diligence on
each small solar system individually.
The story above is ultimately a story
of building efficiency at all stages of
the solar asset value chain. The beneficiary is the ultimate purchaser of
solar electricity. The demand for solar
energy, previously driven largely by
tax incentives and renewable portfolio
requirements imposed on utilities, is
increasingly clearing the cost hurdle
to be more influenced by the long-term
budgetary, planning, and sustainability
needs of households and large commercial and industrial power users. In the
near future, these new considerations
will likely become primary drivers, as

tax incentives decline and potentially
fade away after 2016, and as the modes
of delivering electricity service continue
to evolve under the influence of declining
costs for solar and energy storage technologies and increasingly sophisticated
energy management software and power
control electronics. The unsubsidized
voluntary solar energy markets at our
doorstep may very well result in further
reallocations of value within the solar
asset value chain.
••••••••••••••••
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